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The Mueller Report proved there was
Impeachment talk was on the rise.
no collusion with Russia and revealed
Mueller did not charge President Trump
there was no evidence to warrant a charge
with a crime but the leftist media clearly
of obstruction against the president,
are indicting the president.
undeniable facts which destroyed the
Let’s look at some other examples.
liberal media’s foremost means of
On the June 9 edition of MSNBC’s AM
removing President Trump from office.
Joy, hosted by former Obama campaign
Mueller popped
aide Joy Reid, the
the leftist press’ balword impeachment
loon. Nonetheless, the
was used no less
liberal media have no
than 46 times. Not
intention of giving in
one person on the
or admitting they were
program defended
wrong. They’ve adthe president.
justed their narrative
That occurred
to push for Trump’s imonly a few days after
peachment as the 2020
Robert Mueller had
election cycle kicks in. After two years of aggressively pushing the
given a 10-minute
“collusion” narrative, the liberal media have
They ranted about
press conference (on
moved on to railing for “impeachment.”
“collusion” for two
May 29), in which
Their goal is not to report the news but to
years, and it failed, so destroy Trump. But the MRC is documenting,
he had repeated
exposing and educating the American public
now they are railing
the conclusions of
about that agenda, too — every day.
about “impeachment.”
his 448-page report
Their goal, after all, is not to report the
but which the liberal media translated as
news but to destroy Trump.
code for impeachment.
The MRC is documenting and exposing
As ABC’s Terry Moran said that
that agenda every day through its
day, “This is Robert Mueller saying to
divisions, on social media, and through
Congress do your job. It is time to take
interviews of its experts on talk radio and
this [impeachment] up.” ABC’s George
television.
Stephanopoulos agreed, saying it “does
In a study released in June, the MRC
seem to be an implication” to impeach.
showed that evening news reports by ABC,
Over at NBC’s Today, anchor Savannah
CBS, and NBC were 92% negative for May,
Guthrie divined the hidden meaning
the same as they had been in the months
behind Mueller’s press conference: “He’s
prior to the Mueller Report’s release on
without using that word reminding folks
March 22.
that there is a process and it’s called
The study also documented that
impeachment.”
the networks were using the word
The liberal clairvoyants at CBS also
“impeachment” more often, in 22
read coded messages “embedded” in
stories per month since March 22.
Mueller’s remarks. CBS This Morning’s
Between January 1 and March 21, for
Tony Dokoupil pressed reporter Major
comparison, the networks had mentioned
Garrett, “What words stood out to you?
“impeachment” in 7 stories per month.
Continued on page 2
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On June 7, Brent
Bozell’s new book
was featured on
FNC’s Fox & Friends.
It was also covered
by other major
media outlets.
To get your copy
of the book, visit
Barnes & Noble or
Amazon.com.

Continued from page 1

What messages were embedded in those remarks?”
Garrett replied that it was like a Jeopardy question,
“There’s a process other than the Justice Department
to charge a sitting president. What’s the answer? The
answer is impeachment.”
CBS’s Paula Reid stated, “Many Democrats, including
a number of candidates for president, took Mueller’s
statement as a call to impeach.” CBS’s Gayle King
deciphered that many Democrats say “Congress must
start an impeachment investigation of President Trump.
They believe that Robert Mueller wants them to do it.”
Bear in mind that Mueller said nothing about
impeachment and only repeated what his two-year,
19-lawyers, 40 FBI agents, 500 search warrants, 2,800
subpoenas, $35-million investigation found: no collusion
and no evidence to prove obstruction.
Nonetheless, CNN’s Gloria Borger declared, “If you
read between the lines, he [Mueller] made it completely
clear that if they could’ve done it, they would’ve done it.”
MSNBC’s Nicole Wallace was apoplectic: “I always
say it’s so much worse than Watergate, he’s [Trump’s]
an unindicted co-conspirator in an illegal hush-money
scheme.” Wallace then presented former FBI official
Frank Figliuzzi, who was nearly hysterical, huffing that
“we’re moving toward an imperial presidency.”
MSNBC’s Joe Scarborough was more absurd, declaring
that House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-Calif.) leading the
impeachment of President Trump would be like Abraham
Lincoln freeing the slaves.
Also in fantasy-land was MSNBC’s Chris Matthews. “To
impeach or not to impeach?” he pondered on-air. “That
is the question that now confronts House Democrats. …
[T]he moment of decision has clearly arrived.”
Matthews also quoted a tweet, “Mueller is, in his own
Mueller-like way, screaming for presidential impeachment
proceedings. But he’s too respectful to say it as directly as
America (and Congress) evidently needs him to say it.”

Or he’s just telling the truth, and not delivering
Ouija-board-like messages to the press.
At CNN, Chris Cuomo compared Congress’ need to
impeach Trump to D-Day and ordered lawmakers to “do
your duty.” He also read what the Constitution says
about impeachment and challenged Democrats, “It is
time to stop acting out of fear of consequence and act
on good conscience.”
In other words, impeach the president! Aren’t you
listening to us?
NBC’s Kasie Hunt whined, “What more do
congressional Democrats need to hear before they
make a decision about impeachment? … Why not begin
impeachment proceedings?” NBC’s Chuck Todd warned,
“What is this going to look like if something else pops up
in two months and we haven’t done this [impeachment]?
Or if he [Trump] wins reelection and you didn’t do this?”
Not to be outdone, the New York Times’s editorial
page posted “The Articles of Impeachment Against
Donald J. Trump: A Draft” on June 5. The document
claims Trump “engaged personally” in a plan to “delay,
impede, and obstruct the investigation” of Russians who
interfered in the 2016 election.
Obviously, the leftist media do not care about facts or
reporting actual news. Their goal is to destroy President
Trump. The MRC is tracking, documenting, exposing, and
neutralizing their liberal bias 24/7. You can help us in
this good fight by making a donation to our non-profit
organization.
Use the reply card and postage-paid envelope
enclosed with this newsletter to send your most generous
gift today.
		 Sincerely,
		
		

L. Brent Bozell III				
Founder and President
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MRC Leads Fight Against

CENSORSHIP OF CONSERVATIVES

on Facebook, Google, YouTube, Apple and Twitter
Over a year ago, the MRC published its groundbreaking
report, Censored! How Online Media Companies Are
Suppressing Conservative Speech, and launched the Free
Speech Alliance (FSA), a coalition of 52 conservative
organizations committed to protecting conservative
speech in America. Those efforts, among others, are
paying off because the Department
of Justice announced on June
3 that it is opening an antitrust
investigation into Google.
In February, the MRC and the
FSA had sent a letter, signed by 32
conservative leaders, to Attorney
General William Barr. The letter
urged him to open an investigation
into Google, Facebook and Twitter.
This was the first formal written
request made to the new attorney general to investigate
big tech’s lack of transparency, censorship, and bias.
The letter stated, “Respecting these entities’ own
constitutional rights, we believe there nevertheless
is ample probable cause of antitrust violations
and of conspiracy to violate
the constitutional rights of
conservatives, and possible
collusion to violate laws governing
America’s campaign finance system and elections.”
Following the DOJ’s announcement, MRC President
Brent Bozell said, “I applaud the DOJ for heeding our
call. Online giants Google, Facebook and Twitter wield
unprecedented power to shape public opinion and even
directly influence elections. And it is crystal clear that
they are using that power to silence conservatives and

Brent Bozell hosted a PragerU video entitled, “Big Tech is Big
Brother.” The video sketched the history of Apple and detailed
how the social media giants, which once offered so much freedom
to individuals, have become Orwellian — controlling, censoring,
oppressing. See the video on NewsBusters.org.

advance their
own liberal
agenda rather
than creating
a neutral
marketplace of
ideas.”
“Left
unchecked, these tech companies represent the greatest
threat to liberty in our lifetimes, and Google’s search
engine is perhaps the most dangerous of all,” he said.
June 3, incidentally, was the same day that Bozell
appeared in a PragerU video posted on YouTube and
entitled, “Big Tech is Big Brother.” The video sketched
the history of Apple and its revolutionary personal
computers, which gave tremendous power to individuals
to learn, create, and exchange ideas. It then detailed
how the social media giants, which once offered so
much freedom to individuals, have become Orwellian —
controlling, censoring, oppressing.
“Our former liberators now want to be our masters,”
states Bozell in the video. “Apple, Google, Facebook,
YouTube and Twitter. The giants of social media are
demanding conformity to their values. It’s their way
or the highway. Conform or die. … They are becoming
the Big Brother
Orwell foresaw.”
The video
urges people and
organizations to
fight back against
the censorship of
conservatives on
social media, to
compel the tech giants to allow ideas to flourish in the
marketplace and “let people make up their own minds.”
The MRC’s Censored! report was cited by conservative congressmen four times in April 2018 hearings held
to investigate social media bias against conservatives. An
FSA letter signed by 40 conservative leaders and sent to
the tech giants was carried by the Drudge Report, reaching millions of people. Bozell and FSA representatives
have met numerous times with officials from Facebook,
Google, and Twitter to work towards a solution that
protects conservative speech online. Bozell has also met
with the House Freedom Caucus to brief them on the
problem. As he has explained, with the future of American conservatism hanging in the balance on the outcome
of the fight against online censorship, the MRC needs the
entire conservative movement with us to win.
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Bits & Pieces
Acosta Spin

CNN’s biggest rated show in prime time is Cuomo Prime Time, which pulls
in only 761,000 viewers, which means CNN in prime time pulls in a smaller
audience than the estimated number of one million prostitutes in the U.S.

Sordid CNN
CNN’s prime time average audience in April was 767,000
viewers. In May, that audience dropped to 761,000 viewers.
For comparison, there are an estimated 1 million prostitutes in
the United States. That’s not a healthy sign for the Cable News
Network. CNN’s highest rated show in the weekday evening
(prime time) is Cuomo Prime Time, hosted by Chris Cuomo,
yet he can’t break 800,000 viewers. During the day, CNN
barely averaged 559,000 viewers in May.
For further comparison, Fox News pulled in 2.34 million
watchers in prime time and 1.34 million, on average, in the
daytime. In addition, Cuomo Prime Time crash-landed in 25th
place, losing even to MSNBC. CNN’s The Lead, hosted by liberal
Jake Tapper in the late afternoon, failed big time, landing in a
pathetic 36th place with only 706,000 average viewers.
It seems President Trump was right, Americans are getting
tired of fake news.

In what is likely one of the more laughable
and surreal examples of outright left-wing
pretense, CNN’s Jim Acosta told Publisher’s
Weekly that he had never seen a news
organization willfully slant its coverage for
political reasons. “I have never witnessed a
concerted effort by any news organization
to take a stand one way or the other on a
political issue, to damage one particular party
or help another,” Acosta absurdly claimed.
“We have been far more honest and
straightforward with the American people than
President Trump has,” said the doyen of Fake
News. “Are there times when we fall short?
Sure. But the press issues corrections. When
was the last time you saw the president issue
a correction or a clarification? It’s a rare thing
for Donald J. Trump.”
“This is CNN!”

CNN’s Jim Acosta, one of the most anti-Trump
“reporters” on cable, laughably claimed that he had
never seen “any news organization” take a stand “one
way or the other on a political issue.”

TIME for Abortion

So, apparently it’s cool to support killing
other people’s future “grandkids.”

The periodical dinosaur TIME magazine showed it is still committed to the
liberal cause by running a story in June about a small hotel in Yale, Michigan that
is providing free lodging and transportation for women coming to have abortions.
The article swoons over hotel owner Shelly O’Brian, who advertised her offer on
Facebook. There was an “enormous response,” cheered TIME. “I’ve been flooded
with overwhelmingly positive responses,” O’Brian said. “I have little old ladies
coming in and writing me $25 checks to put towards the cause.”
Not surprisingly, TIME predictably reported that O’Brian apparently had received
threats, “people threatening to burn my building down … venomous hatred.” TIME
added that O’Brian may have to beef-up security and concluded by quoting her, “My
grandkids live here. I don’t think people understand that we have heartbeats too.”
Just another day at TIME magazine.
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Illegal Reporters
The Washington Post is giddy that a California
elementary school is being named after Jose
Antonio Vargas, a gay, illegal alien reporter, who
started working at The Post in 2004. Vargas didn’t
reveal he was an illegal when he took the job
and when his editor found out, he kept it secret
for seven years. Writing about the Mountain
View, Calif., school’s decision, columnist Jay
Mathews crowed, “Notice that I didn’t call Vargas
an American. He feels he is one. So do many
people who know him, including me. The federal
government doesn’t agree.”
Quoting a teacher who adores Vargas — now
an illegal alien celebrity — Mathews related that
the new school
name would send “a
strong message to
any parent or child
in our district who is
afraid, who wonders
what the future
holds, who questions
their opportunities
to succeed.”
Mathews didn’t
talk about the
message sent
by breaking the
Jose Antonio Vargas, a gay,
law, lying to your
illegal alien “reporter” who
employer and coworked for years at the
workers, and living
Washington Post and is now
illegally in another
having a public school named
after him.
country.

MSNBC’s anti-Trump “news” host Nicolle Wallace sneers that President
Trump’s son-in-law, Jared Kushner, is a “weak human and enabler,” a
“know-nothing, nincompoop.”

Nasty Nicolle
While nearly all of the MSNBC “news” hosts are
vehemently anti-Trump and anxious to say so, one of
the worst is Nicolle Wallace. Every day she smears the
president and often takes a few swings at the Trump family.
In June, Wallace railed that, “if there’s rot in this White
House, the malignancy is Jared and Ivanka…. The politics
of this, in terms of revealing [Jared] as a know-nothing,
nincompoop, I mean, it’s all been stripped away.”
Jared Kushner was a “weak human and an enabler”
of Trump on birtherism, and full of “incompetence and
hubris,” she fumed. He has “failed every time he went up
to Capitol Hill to fix something for his father-in-law, the
government shutdown, a spectacular calamity, politically
and policy-wise.”
Wallace describes herself as a “non-practicing
Republican.” She might consider redefining herself as a
“non-practicing news host,” as well.

GET READY FOR 2020!
MRC Action is already preparing for the 2020 campaign season and all the liberal media tricks
that will be coming with it.
We’re going all in to spread the “Don’t Believe the Liberal Media” message to hold the leftist
media elites accountable all the way to the election. MRC Action is going to be everywhere: at
the conventions, on billboards, and running fast-paced online campaigns.
If you haven’t yet, sign up for MRC Action
alerts today to stay up-to-date! Email us at
grassroots@mrc.org to sign up now!
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L. BRENT BOZELL III   AND TIM GRAHAM
JUNE 21, 2019 • Nationally Syndicated Column

Oberlin Punished for Fact-Free Food Fight
Oberlin College in Ohio has
devolved into one of academe’s
most infamous examples of
political correctness, one of those
unwelcoming places that rails
against anyone who brings speakers
to campus if those speakers upset
Oberlin’s crusades against the
racist/sexist/anti-gay menace.
Now Oberlin’s administration
is being punished in a very
significant way for a very
significant offense, and it’s
about time. It has taken political
correctness to an abusive extreme.
The Wall Street Journal opinion
section headline summed it up:
“Oberlin Pays for Smearing the
Town Grocer.” It has been ordered
to pay $44 million in damages to
Gibson’s Food Market and Bakery.
How so?
On Nov. 9, 2016, a black male
Oberlin student attempted to
buy wine at Gibson’s using a fake
ID. Allyn Gibson, a grandson of
the market owner, refused to sell
alcohol to the underage student
and then noticed he was hiding
two bottles of wine under his
shirt. Gibson called the police,
and the student tried to run off,
dropping the bottles on the floor.
When Gibson pursued him, it
turned violent. Police arrived to
see Gibson on the ground being
beaten by the black male and two
black female Oberlin students.
In court, all three students
pleaded guilty, and the male

suspect swore in a plea statement
that Gibson “’was within his legal
rights’ to detain him, and that he
did not believe Gibson’s actions
were racially motivated,” said the
Journal.
Yet none of this stopped
Oberlin’s students and
administrators from mangling
the truth. Because the assailants
were black, students raucously
protested, falsely claiming the
store was racist. Worse yet,
Meredith Raimondo, Oberlin’s
dean of students, “handed out a
flier accusing Gibson’s of having
a ‘long account of racial profiling
and discrimination,’” the Journal
said.
The Gibson family sued
Oberlin and Raimondo, seeking
$12.8 million at trial on a
number of counts including libel,
intentional infliction of emotional
distress and interference with
business contracts. The college
canceled the store’s longstanding
food contracts. Boycotts and
controversy took their toll. The
store owners took no salary for
two years, and nearly all the staff
members were laid off. Gibson’s
lawyers lamented that if they did
not receive a ruling in their favor,
they would be forced to close up
shop. But the truth won.
Raimondo led a crusade inside
the Oberlin administration. A text
message was read during the trial
in which she discussed whether

to “unleash the students” on
Gibson’s. This was war.
Cornell Law professor
William Jacobson, who covered
the case persistently on his blog,
Legal Insurrection, told Fox
News host Tucker Carlson that
the Gibsons did nothing wrong.
They were literally just minding
their business that morning
when they called the cops on
a shoplifter. “Because of the
crazed ... so-called social justice
movement on our campuses, they
were immediately designated
oppressor, in part because of
their skin color, in part because
they’re the owner of a business,”
Jacobson said. “And they were put
into a pigeon hole of someone
who ... must have engaged in
racial profiling.”
A massive verdict against a
prestigious private college must
have been national news, right?
It wasn’t. The same networks
that savored every morsel of the
scandal of Hollywood actresses
partaking in college admissions
scams offered nothing on
Oberlin’s defeat. Only Fox News
found the facts of this disturbing
court case worth discussing.
This is why the other networks
hate Fox News with a passion.
They can’t bury these stories so
a national audience never hears
them. They prefer the narrative
that political correctness never,
ever goes wrong.
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hen the Continental Congress voted for independence from Britain, John
Adams predicted the day “will be celebrated…[with] Pomp and Parade, Games,
Sports, Guns, Bells, Bonfires, and Illuminations.”
He was only partially correct. The vote took place on July 2, 1776. As you know, the
Declaration of Independence was adopted on the Fourth of July, which is the day we
all celebrate.
But John Adams stubbornly insisted the commemoration ought to be held
on July 2. It’s said he even refused to participate in celebrations held on the
“wrong” date.

No Fireworks on
Independence Day?
Regardless, there’s no wrong day to celebrate the wonderful legacy of freedom left to us by the Founding Fathers. It’s a
legacy the MRC works to preserve and sustain through our mission: to create a media culture in America where truth and
liberty flourish.
There’s also no day like today to start thinking about your legacy. A legacy gift to the MRC ensures that the lies of the Left
will not go unchallenged, and that future generations will hear the truth.
If you’d like to hear how gift planning can meet your charitable, financial and legacy goals, contact Robert Croft, Vice
President of Development, at 571-267-3500 or email him at rcroft@mrc.org. He will answer your questions about gift planning
options, in confidence and with no obligation.

MINIBITS

n MSNBC’s Donny Deutsch hammers gay Democratic presidential
contender Pete Buttigieg, “You bring out hope in the better angels in all of
us…. Are you too nice?” n MSNBC’s Joe Scarborough whines, “[William] Barr
is not an attorney general of the United States, he is Donald Trump’s defense attorney. He’s his lackey. He’s
his stooge.” n PBS’s Yamiche Alcindor warns about Trump, “I’ve talked to people that are from Venezuela,
from Haiti, they say, ‘look at this very carefully, this is how authoritarian governments start…. America really
needs to watch out.’” n MSNBC’s Chris Hayes lectures, “If you refer to immigrants as an infestation as
the president has … you will promote the conditions for cruelty as surely as effect follows cause. There is a
body count to the president’s rhetoric now, and unless something changes,
it is going to grow.” n NPR’s Mark Memmott explains life, “Babies are not
babies until they are born. They’re fetuses.” n MSNBC’s Joy Reid fumes, “the
Christian far-right [is] so confident, they’re pushing through laws in multiple
states under Republican control that essentially send women back to the
Dark Ages.” n CNN’s Jeffrey Toobin smears the cable news leader, “Fox can
use these [Democratic candidate] debates as a vehicle to go to advertisers
and say, ‘Look, we are not just the racists and bigots in primetime — we are
a real news organization.’” (By the way, CNN’s ratings now stand at 761,000,
which is two-tenths of one percent of the U.S. population. Fact: There are
more prostitutes in the U.S. than CNN viewers.) n ABC The View’s Joy Behar
MSNBC’s Donny Deutsch
dispassionately diagnoses
rants, “This is an unbelievably corrupt president, corrupt administration,
Trump, “I believe this man is
and the Republican Party is right behind him and they all should be thrown
capable of horrific, horrific
into jail as far as I’m concerned. Lock ‘em up!” n MSNBC’s Donny Deutsch
deeds.... This is not a man who
dispassionately diagnoses Trump, “I believe this man is capable of horrific,
is playing with any boundaries
on what a normal civilization
horrific deeds….This is not a man who is playing with any boundaries on what
and normal democracy has.
a normal civilization and normal democracy has. I use the word sociopath.”
I use the word sociopath.”

